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In studying Diane cs and Scientology be very,
very certain you never go past a word you do
not fully understand.
The only reason a person gives up a study or
becomes confused or unable to learn is that
he or she has gone past a word or phrase that
was not understood.
Trying to read past a misunderstood word
results in mental “fogginess” and diﬃculty in
comprehending the passages which follows.
If you find yourself experiencing this, return
to the last por on you understood easily, locate the misunderstood word and get it defined correctly—and then go on.
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~ Editorial ~
Dear Reader,
The Church of Scientology recently issued a Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DCMA) no ce to a
major independent Scientology website in the field. This is not the first me the church has resorted to legal means in an a empt to protect its perceived monopoly and its drama za on to stop. It
has done this several me before and, most likely, will con nue to do so as part of its resistance to
the expansion of standard tech on the planet. And therein lies the clue to the churches demise.
“Anything you resist you get. Anything you resist you become—the favorite mo o of this universe.”
THE PHOENIX LECTURES
Whereas once, the church was a fierce proponent of standard tech and the duplica on of Ron
Hubbard’s philosophy and the technology of applica on and the Guardians Oﬃce (GO) was entrusted with protec ng the technology from a acks and the advancement of Scientology into society, now the church has degenerated into promo ng an alter-ised nonstandard version of the
technology and the child of the GO, the Oﬃce of Special Aﬀairs (OSA) employed to prevent standard tech from being used and advanced in the field. The Church is no longer ‘with Ron’ and is now
figh ng for its very life against increasing a acks for non-delivery of Ron’s Tech and its con nued
resistance to standard tech will ensure it eventually ends up down the plug hole. This latest a ack
is the writhing’s of a dying elephant. Meanwhile the answer in the field is as Ron has pointed out.
"There is no more deadly way to get even with a suppressive or an antagonis c person or a downgrading society than by flourishing and prospering.
All a suppressive person or society is trying to do is prevent one from flourishing and prospering.
Of course, one has to handle threats or a acks. But don't get stuck in on them. One handles them
but puts his main a en on on doing things that will make one and the group flourishes and prosper."
L. Ron Hubbard, EXECUTIVE DIRECTIVE, LRH ED 307 INT, 1 DECEMBER AD29
Un l next me
Much arc,
Michael Moore
Editor
~oo00oo~
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The Aims of Scientology
and APIS
Lafayette Ron Hubbard first issued the ‘Aims of
Scientology’ which of course still stands. Yet, despite holding a copyright on these aims the
Church of Scientology, RTC and the CST do not
appear to be following these aims fully. Therefore
it behooves us to take some responsibility and set
out our aims, based upon the aims that Ron first
envisaged as something which we can honestly
strive to attain.
We therefore stated below:

The Aims of APIS
To contribute towards having a sane society by the promotion, expansion and application of the technology to the point
where people can live their lives in peace
and security and without war or insanity
and where they can honestly flourish and
prosper and attain higher levels of spiritual being.

We welcome you to APIS. We would like
your help in achieving our aims and helping others and we hope to be able to help
you in return.
The original working technology of Lafayette Ron Hubbard is the most vital movement on Earth today. In a troubled world,
the job of promoting and applying this
technology is not easy. But then, if it
were, we wouldn't have to be doing it.
APIS does not owe its help not having
done anything to caused it to propitiate.
We are here because we want to be here
and we want to assist Ron in his aims.
As Ron says:

"Man suspects all offers of help. He has
often been betrayed, his confidence shattered. Too frequently he has given his
trust and been betrayed. We may err, for
we build a world with broken straws. But
we will never betray your faith in us so
APIS is non political in nature and wel- long as you are one of us.
comes any individual of any creed, race
The sun never sets on Scientology.
or nation.
APIS does not seek revolution. APIS
seeks only to assist in paving the way for
evolution to higher states of being for the
individual and for society. After endless
millennia of ignorance about himself, his
mind and the universe, a breakthrough
has been made for man by Lafayette Ron
Hubbard with the philosophy and the
technology he developed to free man
from the shackles of his mind.

And may a new day dawn for you, for
those you love and for man.
Our aims are simple, if great.
And we will succeed, and are succeeding
at each new revolution of the Earth.
Your help is acceptable to us.
Our help is yours."

According to Lafayette Ron Hubbard,
"The combined truths of fifty thousand 'The Aims of Scientology' -- Lafayette Ron
years of thinking men, distilled and ampli- Hubbard
fied by new discoveries about man, have
~oo00oo~
made for this success."
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CERTIFIED AUDITORS & GROUPS
This list of auditors and groups here have been ratified and certified as delivering On Source Standard
Technology.
These Auditors and groups have requested and gone through an exacting certification process that validates their
abilities and expertise. See Certification for further details. They have passed stringent testing by senior technically qualified people as per the certification process.
Canada
Toronto
Chris Black. Class Vlll C/S, KOT,
Delivers: Purif C/S; Life Repair To Clear Auditing & C/Sing OT reviews & C/Sing; FPRD; Debugs & more.
standardtechauditor@yahoo.ca
USA
South East
Karen de la Carriere. Class XII LRH Trained Class XII C/S
Delivers: L's, NOTs, and entire Bridge
Karendelac@gmail.com
Southern Cal tech Team
Standard LRH Bridge
Training, Auditing & C/Sing Specializing in OT and NOTs levels
scttservices@gmail.com
Los Angeles, California
Trey Lotz Class VIII
Delivers: Standard LRH Bridge up to Clear, NOTs, Ls
Trey Lotztrey@relaypoint.net
Ian Waxler Class VIII C/S with Honors
Auditing and C/Sing all old LRH Bridge
info@adcian@yahoo.com
Ingrid Smith
From Life repair to OT4
ingridsmith123@yahoo.com
Silvia Llorens
All Standard Bridge
sllorens71@gmail.com
Scotland
Ken Urquhart. Class IV Advance Courses Specialist. Class IX
Delivers: Internships, apprenticeships and Okay-to-Audits Class V
Ken Urquharturq@verizon.net

Non certified and pending auditors, groups and organizations can be found on the auditors page. APIS offers no
guarantee as to the quality of delivery of services with uncertified auditors. They are alphabetically categorized by
country and region for your convenience.
~oo00oo~
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SCIENTOLOGY, ITS
GENERAL
BACKGROUND
(Part 2)
Of the great body of work comprising the Veda, the Dhyantic and Buddhistic written tradition of ten thousand years, very, very little, actually, has arrived in the western world. Only a
small amount of the material has been translated.
It would take someone a long time to get
through the 125,000 to 150,000 volumes, and
it has not been done, so that the totality of what
is in those books is just not known.
The Veda itself means simply Knowingness or
sacred lore and do not think that that is otherwise than a synonym. Knowingness has always
been considered sacred lore, has never been
otherwise than sacred lore, and has only been
present a relatively short time in the western
world, which is just growing up now and beginning to come out of the level where sacred
lore is equated with superstition.

The Veda, should you care to look it over, is
best read in a literal translation from the Sanskrit. And there are four major divisions of the
Veda, all of them quite worth while. A great
deal of our material in Scientology is discovered right back there. This makes the earliest
part of Scientology, its sacred lore.
The next written work, which is supposed to be
the oldest written work, according to various
frames of mind, is a book called The Book of
Job. It is Indian and quite ancient. It probably
predates what is called early Egyptian. And we
discover that this Book of Job contained in it
simply the laborings and sufferings and necessity for patience of one man faced with a
somewhat capricious god. Now other such
works, like the book of Job are scattered along
the time track, and are known to us here in the
western world as sacred works. They are
thought to have come to us from the Middle
East but that would be a very short look.
Actually, we’re looking, in the Middle East, at
a relay point of wisdom, from Indian and from
Africa into Europe. And as you see, it follows
a trade route in both directions and so you have
the roadways of the world crossing through the
Middle East. So we would expect such things
as the Book of Job to turn up in the Middle
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East as holy scripture. You would expect such
things as the Book of the Dead of the Egyptians to turn up in the Middle East as part of
the New Testament, and so on. There could be
a great deal of argument about this.
Someone who is passionately devoted to practice rather than wisdom (there are two different
things here that embrace religion) would argue
with you. But Scientology has no interest in
arguing along that line because we can make
this very, very clear differentiation right here
and now. The word religion itself can embrace
sacred lore, wisdom, knowingness of gods and
souls and spirits, and could be called, with a
very broad use of the word, a philosophy. So
we could say there is religious philosophy, and
there is religious practice. Now religious practice could take the identical source and by interpretation put it into effect and so create various churches, all dependent upon the identical
source, such as St. John. If we think of the
number of Christian churches there are and we
look at one book of the New Testament and
realize that just one book was productive of
Baptists, Methodists, Episcopalians, Catholics,
we find that a tremendous number of practices,
can debase upon one wisdom.

heard of the Tao-Teh-King. It may or may not
ever have connected. But we are certainly talking about religious philosophy when we mention the Tao-Teh-King. It was written by LaoTzu in approximately 529 B, something around
that period. He wrote it just before he disappeared forever. And his birth and death dates
are traditionalized as 604 B, born, to 531 B,
died. This is the next important milestone in
the roadway of knowledge itself.
Now what was the Tao: it meant the way to
solving the mystery which underlies all mysteries. It wasn’t simply “the way”, as the western world generally thinks of it. I would suppose this would only be the case if they were
unfamiliar with the book itself. It is a book and
it was written by a man named Lao-Tzu when
he was ordered to do so by a gatekeeper.

Lao-Tzu was a very obscure fellow. Very little
is known about him. His main passion was obscurity and he started to leave town one day
and the gatekeeper turned him around and told
him he could not leave town until he went
home and he wrote this book. It is a very short
book. It must not be more than six thousand
characters. He merely wrote down his philosophy and gave it to the gatekeeper and went out
So let’s get a very clear differentiation here the gate and disappeared. That is the last we
between religious philosophy and religious ever heard of Lao-Tzu.
practice. When someone who comes to you
and says so-and-so-and-so is actually the way Well, when we have this book, we begin to see
you’re supposed to worship God, you can very that here was somebody trying to go somecleanly and very clearly and very suddenly where without going on something. We have
bring this to a halt by merely mentioning to the western world defining this work as
him that he is talking about religious practice “teaching conformity with a cosmic order” and
and you are talking about religious philosophy. “teaching simplicity in social and political organization”. The Tao-Teh-King did do this and
Now, just coming down the track in a little this would be a very finite goal for it, but this
more orderly fashion, we get to the Tao-Teh- was actually not the Tao. The Tao simply said
King, which is known to us in the western you can solve the mystery that lies behind all
world as Taoism. And we may have heard of mysteries, and this more or less, would be the
this religious practice in China. Taoism, as cur- way you might go about it, but of course, what
rently practiced today may or may not ever you’re trying to solve, itself, does not possess
the mechanics which you believe to be inherhave
Copyright © 2014 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED Association of Professional Independent Scientologists.
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ent to the other kinds of problems which you
solve. It says that a man could seek his
Taohood in various ways but he would have
to practice and live in a certain way, in order
to
achieve Taohood.
This is an amazingly civilized piece of work.
It would be the kind of thing you would
expect from a very, very educated, extremely
compassionate, pleasant people of a higher
intellectual order than we’re accustomed to. It
is a very fine book. It’s sort of simple. It’s
sort of naive and it tells you that one should
be simple and economical and it tells you
what
would be a wise way to handle things. That,
by the way, is about the only flaw there is in
it,
from a Scientological point of view -- that you
must be economical.
And if we took the Tao just as written, and
knowing what we know in Scientology,
simply set out to practice the Tao, I don’t
know but what we wouldn’t get a Theta Clear.
(Theta Clear: An individual who, as a being,
is certain of his identity apart from that of the
body, and who habitually operates the body
from outside, or exteriorized.) Actually the
Tao is
merely a set of directions on how you would
go down this way which itself has no path and
no
distance. In other words it teaches you that
you had better get out of space and get away
from
objects if you’re going to achieve any consciousness of beingness, or to know things as
they
are, and it tells you that if you could do this
then you’d know the whole answer and you’d
be
all set. And this is exactly what we are doing
in Scientology.
Tao means Knowingness. That is again a literal translation. In other words, it’s an
ancestor to Scientology, the study of

“knowing how to know”. The Tao is the way
to
knowing how to know but it isn’t said that
way -- it’s inverted. It’s said, This is the way
to
achieve the mystery which lies back of all
mysteries. Now, however crude this might
seem to
someone who has specialized in the Tao,
that’s really all we need to know about it, except this
one thing: there is a principal known as WuWei which is odd because it goes right in with
the
Tao, which also means the way, and you are
probably vaguely familiar with a practice
known
7
as Judo, or Ju-jitsu. Wu-Wei is a principle
which crudely applies to action more or less in
that
fashion. We find that this principle is nonassertion or non-compulsion, and that is right
there
in the Tao: self-determinism. You let them use
their self-determinism. (A little later on with
Judo, you find that if you let a man be selfdetermined enough, you can lick him every
time,
but this is outside the scope, actually, of the
Tao.) That’s an interesting thing to find sitting
there as one of the practices which emanated
from the Tao-Teh-King.
Well, it must have been that there were a lot
of very, very clever people on Earth at that
time because we find in the lifetime of LaoTzu one called Confucius, of whom you have
heard
so much, but unfortunately Confucius evidently never wrote a single word. Confucius is
reported by those who were around him -- his
disciples. And he took most of his material
from, or gave credit to, some ancient Chinese
works, and one of them if I remember rightly,
is
the Book of the Winds. And these are very,
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very ancient and I have seen some fragmentary
translations of them. Of course Confucius himself was the great apostle of conservatism, and
as such, has ever since been the very model
philosopher to have in a government. He is
worshipped in this century by many many levels in China and you could buy his statue with
great ease throughout North China.
Now the amount of superstition which has
grown up around Confucius is considerable
but we had in both Lao-Tzu and Confucius two
people who never otherwise than pretended to
be human beings who were simply pointing
out a way of life. Now Confucius is of no great
interest to us because he was codifying conduct most of the time, and the great philosopher of
that day, if less known, was Lao-Tzu.
We come then into the main period of the
Dhyana. The Dhyana has, as a background,
almost as legendary a distance as the Veda,
appearing in India in its mythological period,
legendary in its basics. Dharma was the name
of a legendary Hindu sage whose many

progenies were the personification of virtue
and religious rites, and we have the word
Dharma
almost interchangeable with the word Dhyana.
But whatever you use there, you’re using a
word which means Knowingness. Dhyana
again means Knowingness and Lockingness.
The
Veda, the Tao, the Dharma, all mean Knowingness. This is what they are, and these are all
religious works, and this is the religion of
about two thirds of the population of earth. It is
a
tremendous body of people that we’re talking
about here. We erroneously know about it as
and call it Buddhism in the western world and
it has very little to do with Buddha. The
Dhyana
is what the Buddhists talk about and is their
background.
We first find this Buddha called actually
Bohdi, and a Bohdi is one who has attained
intellectual and ethical perfection by human
means. This probably would be a Dianetic Re-
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lease (Dianetic Release: One who in Dianetic
auditing has attained good case gains, stability
and can enjoy life more. Such a person is
“Keyed out” or in other words released from
the stimulus response mechanisms of the reactive mind) or something of this level. Another
level has been mentioned to me -- Arhat, with
which I am not particularly familiar, said to be
more comparable to our idea of Theta Clear.
There were many Bohdis, or Buddhas. And the
greatest of these was a fellow by the name of
Gautama Sakyamuni and he lived between 563
and 483 B I won’t go so far as to say he’d ever
read the Tao-Teh-King because there is absolutely no evidence to that effect at all, except
that they certainly were riding on the same
pathway. So much so that when Taoism turned
into Buddhism later on they never abandoned
the Tao. Taoist principles became Chinese
Buddhist principles, in very large measure.
And what we have just talked about in terms of
knowing the way to Knowingness is very, very
closely associated here with Buddha or Lord
Buddha, or Gautama Buddha, or the Blessed
One, or the Enlightened one. He is looked upon, and according to my belief in the line, erroneously, as the founder of the Dhyana.
I think that this was in existence for quite a
long time before he came along, but that he
pumped life into it, he gave it codification, he
straightened it up and made it run on the right
track and it has kept running in that direction
ever since, he did such a thoroughly good job.
He was such an excellent scientific philosopher, and he himself was so persuasive and so
penetrative in his work, that nobody has ever
managed to pry apart Dhyana and Gautama
Buddha. This identification is such a very
close one that even in areas that have no understanding whatsoever of the principles laid
down by Gautama Buddha, we find him sitting
there as an idol, which would have been a
very, very amusing thing to Buddha, because
he, like Lao-Tzu, never said that he was other-

wise than a human being. He didn’t ever announce any revelations from supernatural
sources, there were no guardian angels sitting
on his shoulders preaching to him, as in the
case of Mohammed and some other prophets.
Nobody was ever giving him the word. But he
went around giving what he had to people, he
never intended to be anything but a human being, and he was a teacher. A tremendously interesting man. Now we find, however, some of
the things that were written by Gautama, find
them very significantly interesting to us, completely aside from Dhyana (which could be
literally translated as “Indian for Scientology”,
if you wished to do that).
We find in Dharma-Parda:
“All that we are is the result of what we have
thought. It is founded upon our thoughts. It is
made up of our thoughts.”
Interesting, isn’t it? And:
“By oneself evil is done. By oneself one suffers. By oneself evil is left undone. By oneself
one is purified. Purity and impurity belong to
oneself. No one can purify another.”
In other words, you can’t just grant beingness
to, and over-awe the preclear (Preclear: A person who through Scientology processing is
finding out more about himself and life). It
means you’ve got to have him there working
on his own self-determinism or not at all -- if
you want to give that any kind of an interpretation. In other words, you’ve got to restore his
ability to grant beingness, or he does not make
gains, and we know that by test.
“You yourself must make an effort. The Buddhas are only preachers. The thoughtful who
enter the way are freed from the bondage of
sin.”
“He who does not rouse himself when it is
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time to rise, who though young and strong, is
full of sloth, whose will and thoughts are weak
-- that lazy and idle man will never find the
way to enlightenment.”
The common denominator of psychosis and
neurosis is the inability to work. And the next
verse:
“Strenuousness is the path of immortality, sloth
the path of death. Those who are strenuous do
not die; those who are slothful are as if dead
already.”
This is some of that material, and by the way, a
little bit later on in his work, in a discourse
with one Ananda, we discover him announcing
the fact that you have to abstain from the six
pairs of things, in other words, twelve separate
things, and we in Scientology would recognize
them as the various fundamental parts of things
such as space, making and breaking communication and so forth. They’re all just named
there one right after the other. But he said you
had to abstain from them, and the main difficulty is of course the interpretation of exactly
what he said. What did he say? What was actually written?
Because the truth of the matter is, that successfully abstaining from these things would mean
that you had to get into a position where you
could tolerate them before you could abstain
from them. And that is the main breaking point
of all such teachings -- that one did not recognize that one didn’t simply negate against everything and then become pure, and the way it’s
been interpreted is: if you run away from all
living, then you can live forever. That’s the
way it has been interpreted. But understand that
was never the way it was said.
The religion of Buddhism, carried by its teachers, brought civilization into the existing barbarisms, as of that time, of India, China, Japan,
the Near East, or about two thirds of the earth’s

population. This was the first civilization they
had had. For instance, Japan’s written language, her ability to make lacquer, silk, almost
any technology which she has today, was
taught to her by Buddhist monks, who emigrated over to Japan from China -- the first broadcast of wisdom, which resulted in very, very
high cultures. Their cultures, which ensued
from Buddhism, were very easily distinguishable from those superstitions which had existed
heretofore. No light thing occurred there. It was
just some people who had the idea that there
was wisdom, and having that wisdom, you
went out and told it to people and you told
them that there was a way that you could find a
salvation and that way was becoming your own
mind essence. And if you lived a fairly pure
life, lacking in sensuousness and evil practices,
in other words, overt acts (Overt act: a harmful
or contra-survival action), quite possibly you
could break the endless chain of birth and
death, which they knew very well in those
days.
And in other words you could accomplish an
exteriorization (Exteriorization: The state of the
thetan, the individual himself, being outside his
body. When this is done, the person achieves a
certainty that he is himself and not his body.)
Now all this knowledge up to this point, was
given to a world which was evidently clearly
cognizant of the manifestation of exteriorization, and that one was living consecutive lives.
Twenty-five hundred years later, you would
expect a race to be ploughed in far enough below that level as to no longer be conscious of
consecutive lives but only single ones, and so
Man is. But to reach salvation in one lifetime -that was the hope of Buddhism. That hope, by
various practices, was now and then, here and
there, attained. But no set of precise practices
ever came forward, which immediately, predictably, produced a result. You understand
that many of the practices would occasionally
produce a result. But it was a religion which to
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that degree, had to go forward on hope -- a China from India -- we have that immediate
hope which has extended over a span of a division from the wisdom into the practice, and
we have almost all of China in one fashion or
great, great many years.
another, bowing down to some form of BudThe material which was released in that time is dhism and a very little of the intellectual world
cluttered with irrelevancies. A great deal of it knowing actually the real background of Budis buried. You have to be very selective, and dhism.
you have to know Scientology, actually, to plot
it out, get it into the clear, but much less than But we have there a civilization where before
you might expect. It was wisdom, it was really Buddhism we didn’t have one, which is quite
wisdom and is today the background of the important to us.
religious practices, but don’t think for a moment that a Buddhist in the western hills of Now there, so far, is your track of wisdom,
China knows the various words of Gautama which merely brings us up to the beginning of
Sakyumuni. He doesn’t. He has certain practic- two thousand years ago.
es which he practices. The basic wisdom is
thinned. With that as a background they have Quote taken from the book, ‘The Phoenix Leccertain religious rites and they follow these. So tures’ by L. Ron Hubbard
even in China, very close to India, where this
~oo00oo~
came forward -- and it was sent directly into
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Quote from
L. Ron Hubbard

THE CODE OF HONOUR
1. Never desert a comrade in need, in danger or in trouble.
2. Never withdraw allegiance once granted.
3. Never desert a group to which you owe your support.
4. Never disparage yourself or minimize your strength or power.
5. Never need praise, approval or sympathy.
6. Never compromise with your own reality.
7. Never permit your affinity to be alloyed.
8. Do not give or receive communication unless you yourself desire it.
9. Your self-determinism and your honour are more important than your immediate
life.
10. Your integrity to yourself is more important than your body.
11. Never regret yesterday. Life is in you today, and you make your tomorrow.
12. Never fear to hurt another in a just cause.
13. Don’t desire to be liked or admired.
14. Be your own adviser, keep your own counsel and select your own decisions.
15. Be true to your own goals.
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The politician, the reporter, the psychiatrist
his electric shock machine, the drug manTHE TRUE STORY OF with
ufacturer, the militarist and arms manufacturer,
SCIENTOLOGY
the police and the undertaker, to name the
leaders of the list, fatten only upon “the danThe true story of Scientology is simple, con- gerous environment”. Even individuals and
family members can be Merchants of Chaos.
cise and direct. It is quickly told:
1. A philosopher develops a philosophy about It is to their interest to make the environment
life and death;
seem as threatening as possible, for only then
can they profit. Their incomes, force, and pow2. People find it interesting;
3. People find it works;
er rise in direct ratio to the amount of threat
4. People pass it along to others;
they can inject into the surroundings of the
people. With that threat they can extort reve5. It grows.
nue, appropriations, heightened circulation’s
When we examine this extremely accurate and and recompense without question. These are
very brief account, we see that there must be in the Merchants of Chaos. If they did not generour civilization some very disturbing elements ate it and buy and sell it, they would, they supfor anything else to be believed about Scientol- pose, be poor.
ogy.
For instance, we speak loosely of “good
These disturbing elements are the Merchants of press”. Is there any such thing today? Look
Chaos. They deal in confusion and upset. Their over a newspaper. Is there anything good on
daily bread is made by creating chaos. If chaos the front page? Rather, there is murder and
were to lessen, so would their incomes.
sudden death, disagreement and catastrophe.
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And even that, bad as it is, is sensationalized to simple fact that a philosopher had developed a
philosophy is not newspaper-type news and it
make it seem worse.
would not disturb the environment. Hence, the
This is the cold blooded manufacture of “a elaborate news fictions about No. 1 above.
dangerous environment”. People do not need
this news; and if they did, they need the facts, Then take the second part of the true story.
not the upset. But if you hit a person hard People find it interesting. It would be very odd
enough, he can be made to give up money. if they didn’t, as everyone asks these questions
That’s the basic formula of extortion. That’s of himself and looks for the answers to his
the way papers are sold. The impact makes own beingness; and the basic truth of the answers is observable in the conclusions of Scithem stick.
entology.
A paper has to have chaos and confusion. A
“news story” has to have “conflict”, they say. However, to make this “news” it has to be
So there is no good press. There is only bad made disturbing. People are painted as kidpress about everything. To yearn for “good napped or hypnotized and dragged as unwillpress” is foolhardy in a society where the Mer- ing victims up to read the books or listen.
chants of Chaos reign.
The Chaos Merchant leaves No. 3 v cry thorLook what has to be done to the true story of oughly alone. It is dangerous ground for him.
Scientology in order to “make it a news story” People find it works. No hint of workability
by modern press standards. Conflict must be would ever be attached to Scientology by the
injected where there is none. Therefore, the press, although there is no doubt in the press
mind that it does work.
press has to dream up upset and conflict.
Let us take the first line. How does one make That’s why it’s dangerous. It calms the envi
conflict out of it? No. 1, A philosopher devel- ronment. So any time spent trying to convince
press that Scientology works is time spent upops a philosophy about life and death.
setting a reporter.
The Chaos Merchant has to inject one of several possible conflicts here: He is not a doctor of On No. 4, People pass it along to others, the
philosophy, they have to assert. They are never press feels betrayed. “Nobody should believe
quite bold enough to say it is not a philosophy. anything they don’t read in the papers. How
But they can and do go on endlessly, as their dare word of mouth exist?” So, to try to stop
purpose compels them, in an effort to invali- people from listening, the Chaos Merchant has
date the identity of the person developing it. In to use words like “cult”. That’s “a closed
actual fact, the developer of the philosophy group”, whereas Scientology is the most open
was very well grounded in academic subjects group on Earth to anyone. And they have to
and the humanities, probably better grounded attack organizations and their people to try to
in formal philosophy alone than teachers of keep people out of Scientology. Now, as for
No. 5, It grows, we have the true objection.
philosophy in universities.
The one man effort is incredible in terms of
study and research hours and is a record never
approached in living memory, but this would
not be considered newsworthy. To write the

As truth goes forward, lies die. The slaughter
of lies is an act that takes bread from the
mouth of a Chaos Merchant. Unless he can lie
with wild abandon about “how bad it all is”, he
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thinks he will starve.

which a man can live and feel better. If you
don’t believe it, just stop reading newspapers
The world simply must not be a better place, for two weeks, and see if you feel better.
according to the Chaos Merchant. If people
were less disturbed, less beaten down by their Suppose you had all such disturbances hanenvironment, there would be no new appropri- dled?
ations for police and armies and big rockets,
and there’d be not even pennies for a scream- The pity of it is, of course, that even the Mering, sensational press.
chant of Chaos needs us, not to get fatter, but
just to live himself as a being.
So long as politicians move upward on scandal, police get more pay for more crime, medi- So the true story of Scientology is a simple stocos get fatter on more sickness, there will be ry. And too true to be turned aside.
Merchants of Chaos. They’re paid for it.
Quote from ‘New Slant on Life’ by L. Ron Hubbard

And their threat is the simple story of Scientology. For that is the true story. And behind its
progress, there is a calmer environment in

~oo00oo~

GOLD CENTURY PRESS
Quality Books for the
New Century
Publishers to Scientologists Everywhere
Gold Century Press
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Wins & Gains in the Scientology Independent Field
What I have learned is that cases do not progress beyond their Scientology education
level. A case hangs right at the point to which it has been educated in Scientology. Processing
gains are parallel to education gains and the two balance.
Rons Journal Dec AD 13
the ability to understand using the concepts of
our current Earth language. Words are easy,
smoother and the person gets certainty that they
I'm here in Toronto and have just completed
REALLY KNOW! Now that's a whole lotta
some auditing cycles. I had been stuck on the
Bridge for 20 years and thanks to the Free Zone fun to audit!
I have been able to get going again. I'm here to
get my CCRD and have had some repairs done Grade III Completion
and this success story is about just that.
The gains I have received have been enormous. I feel good. I got a big major cog on something
In fact, I have not felt this exterior for such a
that is so obvious and simple. I have not felt
good about an out-of-the-blue break-up I did a
long time. My space has become wide open
and I have had many, many considerations on long time ago on my girlfriend. It came up and
various dynamics just vanish. My confront has ran as an ARCx on this grade and was something else as I've never run such a huge and
come back up and I have just realized how
great life really is. I can go back and confront major ARCx. And the fact that I never thought
the things that I couldn't and have more certain- to do so is almost absurd. But the magnitude of
this ARCx and the fact that this gigantic monty over my dynamics.
ster was right in front of my face and I couldn't
see it is wild. I'm left over thinking what else
Auditing Method One
can't I see that's so obvious and with a desire
to run the ARCx on the girlfriend myself to
It is great fun to audit someone through their
M/U's on subjects they have studied. Right be- help repair the damage I caused, although it's
fore your eyes a beautiful literate thetan regains probably best if some other auditor does it.
Auditing Cycle
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L12

CLEAR

L12 was a fantastic action. I can’t really tell
you what exactly the wins were, as during it
quite a bit of stuff blew, and probably at the
time I could have given you a cog, but now
nothing remains. I suppose, at the end was one
major win, and that was Clear across all 8 dynamics.
The clear state of clear on the first dynamic
was something incredible, and of course it
changed me forever, or rather put me back to a
condition before I operated in a stimulus response condition unknowingly. This rundown
produced the same effect, but across all of the
dynamics.
Certainty and unshakability as a being, with
the ability to handle my own universe. Definitely, and again as always, quite an understatement. Running off various characters with
the tech of the level once and for all completeSunshine Rundown
ly put me in my own valence. Forever.
I saw clearly who I was in this game of 8 dyToday I completed the Sunshine Rundown. I
namics, and all the stimulus response toward
feel GREAT...!
any dynamic, any beingness that was not me
What a fantastic next cycle to the CCRD.
Opens up space even more. I'm in it, but have was gone. So of course, I had to be clear on all
8 dynamics.
control over it...!
Since everyone wants some sort of a tangible
reality on abilities gained, I can tell you that I
Repair Program
suddenly could communicate with ants, and
It was a thrill to hear the words "this is the ses- tell them to do something, and they would do
sion" after 28 years - and so started my repair it. As well birds coming around and singing for
me, of trees, flowers and grass talking to me.
program.
The wins were amazing. The auditing superb. Most importantly it was two way communication.
Even had my first floating TA that was
Lol. Quite a state. Certainty of own universe.
acknowledged.
Things of importance to me got sorted out. Ar- Old OT5 and 6 handled that to a very large degree, but this was the final icing on the cake.
eas that had been sticking points are now
cleaned up. I'll be vague, as these were personal things, and this will be posted widely. Suf~oo00oo~
fice it to say that a lot of attention was freed up
and some mysteries solved.
Today I attested to the state of Clear. It has
been a magnificent experience with many,
many cognitions along the way. Thanks to
Chris (CLVIII) I know I have reached Clear
with the application of Standard Tech, the way
LRH developed it.
It has taken 20 years to get back onto the
Bridge and thanks to the Free Zone I have been
able to get going again.
The gains over the last few days have been
enormous. My space has been blown wide
open, life and the MEST universe has absolute
clarity and I have complete cause over it. My
postulates have no doubt. My track has opened
up and I feel very, very happy.
I'm now going to go out in life and enjoy these
wins...
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PERSONAL INTEGRITY
WHAT IS TRUE FOR YOU is what you have observed yourself
And when you Iose that you have Iost everything.
What is personal integrity?
Personal integrity is knowing what you knowWhat you know is what you knowAnd to have the courage to know and say what you have observed.
And that is integrity
And there is no other integrity.
Of course we can talk about honor, truth, all these things,
The esoteric terms.
But I think they’d all be covered very well
If what we really observed was what we observed,
That we took care to observe what we were observing,
That we always observed to observe.
And not necessarily maintaining a sceptical attitude,
A critical attitude or an open mind.
But certainly maintaining sufficient personal integrity
And sufficient personal belief and confidence in self
And courage that we can observe what we observe
And say what we have observed.
Nothing in Dianetics and Scientology is true for you
Unless you have observed it
And it is true according to your observation.
That is all.
L. Ron Hubbard
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Daily do list from Ron
Here's a brief quote from Professional Auditor's Bulle n (PAB) No. 6, which I oﬀer as a fair use
quote for educa onal purposes:
"Now you happen to be using a body. Before we worry about your mind let's clean up the primary communica on relay point, the body. And for two weeks, let's do these things:
1. Clean up your MEST, get done the various odd jobs you've "been meaning to do."
2. Bring yourself up to date socially and give a le er or a ring or a personal call on people
you've neglected.
3. Take a one-hour walk every day, simply star ng away from home very early (dawn is best)
for half an hour and then walk back, a diﬀerent direc on every day. (If you can't walk, get out
in the yard and throw things for half an hour. If you can't throw, spit at something for half an
hour -- and I mean throw and spit literally.)
4. Get a physical examina on and if anything is chronic get it cured.
5. Take twice a day 100 mg. of B1 (200 mg. total) and supplement it with 250 mg. of vitamin
C.
If you will do these things, you will be ready in a couple of weeks for some audi ng. And if
you feel you're in such top condi on you need no audi ng, I dare you to do the above and feel
the change."

Join The Association
of Professional Independent
Scientologists today and
make a difference to your life!

http://independent-scientologistsassociation.net
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A Special Quote from the
Volunteer Ministers Handbook
by L. Ron Hubbard
Exercises One, Two and Three
Exercise One
Look and Act Younger: Sitting somewhere near the center of a room, close your eyes and
"contact" the two upper corners of the room behind you. Then, holding those corners, sit still
and don't think. Remain interested only in those two corners.
You can do this for two minutes (minimum) or two hours, always with benefit. No matter what
happens, simply hold the corners and don't think.
You can do this daily. It will make you look and act younger.
Exercise Two
Feel Freer: Pick out two similar objects. Then find as many differences between them as possible.
Now pick out two objects and see where they are in relation to each other and your body.
Use these two steps over and over. You will feel freer and see better.
Exercise Three
Better your memory: Go over this list many times, each time answering its questions.
"Recall a time which really seems real to you."
"Recall a time when you were in good communication with someone."
"Recall a time when you agreed to something."
"Recall a time when somebody disagreed with you."
"Recall a time when you liked somebody."
"Recall a time when someone agreed with you."
"Recall a time when someone was communicating easily to you." "Recall a time when somebody liked you."
Use this list many times. If "holding corners" (Exercise One) disturbed you, use this list. If you
are tired or confused, use it.
This exercises can be done for hours.
~oo00oo~
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Get your Free Group Starter Kit today!
http://independent-scientologists-association.net/start-a-group.shtml
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Expanded Know to
Mystery Scale

But you get a condensation of knowingness. A condensation of knowingness occurs
down to lookingness. One has something to look at. And then this condenses and we get
emotion. And this condenses and we get effort. And this condenses and we get thinkingness -you know, figure-figure. And this condenses and we get symbols. And the symbols condense and we get eating and the eating condenses and we get sex and the sex
condenses and we get mystery.
Now, we could go on down south again and say, below mystery we get peering. And
below peering, why, we would of course get misemotion. And below misemotion we
would get horror of effort. And below horror of effort, why, we would get something on
the order of a circuit instead of thinkingness, you see.
And below this circuit, why, we would get incomprehensible symbols and sciences like
psychology. And below, and below this circuitry we would get indigestion. And below
indigestion we'd get sterility and impotence. And be-low this, why, we would get unconsciousness.

Native State
Not Know
Know About
Look
Emotion
Effort
Think
Symbols
Eat
Sex
Mystery
Wait
Unconscious
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The Tone Scale in Full

The Tone Scale
Understanding is composed of Affinity, Reality and Communication. This triangle tells us that
the co-existent relationship between affinity, reality and communication is such that none can
be increased without a resulting increase in the other two and none can be decreased without
decreasing the other two. Of the three, communication is by far the most important. Affinity
and reality exist to further communication. Under the heading of affinity we have, for instance, all the varied emotions which go from apathy at 0.1 through grief, fear, anger, antagonism, boredom, enthusiasm, exhilaration and serenity in that order. It is affinity and this rising
scale of the characteristics of emotion which give us the Tone Scale.
Scientology 0-8. The Book of Basics
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Quote from
L. Ron Hubbard
The basic individual is not a buried unknown or a different person, but an intensity of all that is best and most able in the
person. The basic individ-ual equals the same person minus
his pain and dramatizations.

This Newsletter is provided subject to the condition that
it shall not be circulated in any form without the publisher’s cover and acknowledgement of the material contained herein and is not to be sold, hired or otherwise
disposed of for any fee or consideration other than by
prior arrangement. It may be distributed online and
passed along only in its current form and with the above
proviso.

This publication is designed to provide accurate and
informative information only in regard to the subject
matter covered. This publication does not purport to
offer any professional advice of any legal, financial or
psychological service and is issued with the understanding that the publisher, editor and contributors are not
engaged in rendering any legal, financial, psychological
or any other professional service and is offered for information purposes only. If any legal, financial, psychological or any other professional advice or assistance is required, the services of a competent professional person
should be sought. The reader is solely responsible for his
or her own actions.

Comments and articles published in the FREE THETAN
are not necessarily the opinions of the Publishers or
Editors and are offered solely for information purposes
only and any and all articles, comments, editorials in this
journal are not to be considered or construed as ‘source’
material issued from L. Ron Hubbard, excepting the fair Copyright © 2015 By the International Freezone Assouse quotes marked as from the works of L. Ron Hub- ciation Inc. operating as the Association of Professional
Independent Scientologists. All Rights Reserved.
bard.
The Association of Professional Independent Scientolo- All copyrights and trademarks belong to their respective
gists is a non-profit association dedicated to the promo- owners
tion and expansion of the workable philosophy of Lafayette Ronald Hubbard. It is independently operated by
independent scientologists who are exercising their right
~oo00oo~
to free religious expression and practice and is not associated with, endorsed by or affiliated with the Church of
Scientology, its affiliates, corporations management organizations, groups, CST or the RTC.
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